Vega Clearance Items

Model EBS-6 6" x 132" Belt Industrial Duty

Extremely Heavy Duty!! A solidly built Machine designed to withstand the rigors of day to day production sanding.
compare this Machine to ANY on the Market... We are sure you will make a clear cut choice - The VEGA EBS-6
controls and easy adjustments, making duplication of turnings fast, easy and fun. All Vega Edge Belt Sanders include
thoughtfully designed features which allow greater productivity and durability at a truly realistic price.
~BELT TENSION ASSEMBLY A superior idler pulley mechanism makes belt tracking insensitive to belt tension
changes. The 5" Urethane coated steel pulley with heavy sealed bearings provides excellent belt support.
~TABLE SUPPORT BRACKET The main table support brackets allow the table to be tilted up 15 degrees and down 48
degrees by loosening the very secure tee handle. Table also adjusts in and out. Table can be adjusted vertically to
provide 4" bias. No wrenches required. Table adjusts in and out to provide desired clearance from the belt. Table size is
12" x 48".
~ ADJUSTABLE CURVE PLATTEN(Accessory) It is always a challenge to sand large curves without producing a series
of arcs. This accessory solves the problem for a wide range of shapes. The large adjusting knob varies the arc of a
curve from flat to about a 12" radius. Quickly attaches to the rear of the sander and can be used with Accessory Side
Table.
~ OSCILLATING DRIVE(Accessory) A 1/20 HP 110 volt Gearhead Motor oscillates the idler pulley to provide 1" belt
movement 32 cycles per minute. An electrical disconnect is provided should you want to use it in a non-oscillating
mode. Very easy to install on standard unit.
~SPECIFICATIONS
#71105 Model EBS 6-3 220v 3ph. 3hp
Above models include 1 side table with support brackets, mitre gage,
two (2)adjustable dust pick-ups, and one 8" x48" platten.
Accessories for Above:
#71080 End Table Assembly~ Fully adjustable for height and tilt. Operates with
5" diameter idler pulley for sanding inside radius’s.
#71066 Second Side Table~ Same as standard Front Table. Can be used with
the Adjustable Curve Platten or the Rear Flat Platten.
#71102 Adjustable Curve Platten~ For sanding large radius inside curves. (see description above.)
#71013 Oscillating Drive~ ‘Bolts on’ to provide 1" belt excursion for longer belt life and more efficient stock removal.
(see description).
#71166 Rear Flat Platten 8" x 48"~ ‘Bolts on’ to provide a second flat sanding station. Constructed of Hard Maple
covered with graphite impregnated canvas.
Features:
Ideal belt
speed - 4000 FPM
Easy belt changes
Warranty - 1 year
Adjustments are top located
for easy access
Pedestal design for operator foot room
and easy to clean-up.
Tee handles on nearly all adjustments wrenches not required.
Table - Formica faced & reinforced 1 1/8 MFD
Tilts 15 degrees up and 48 degrees down. 4" bias adjustment.
Motor - American Made 1825 RPM, TEFC. 11/8
shaft, industrial type.
Dust Pickup - Adjustable Hoods (2)
Platten - Surface Ground Steel 8" x 48" with graphite coated canvas
wear plate.
Weight 475 lbs.
Drive Pulley - 8" diameter steel.
Idler Pulley - 5" Urethane coated steel.
Miter gage 18"
Toggle tension release for fast easy belt change.
Superior idler pulley mechanism makes belt tracking insensitive to belt tension changes.
SLENDER TURNING ATTACHMENT
Two (2) models available for different size stock. These attach to the Pro
Duplicator to support turnings which tend to ‘whip’ when spinning. Model
1.375 is for stock up to 1 3/8" square, Model 1.875 is for stock up to 1 7/8"
square.

SPIRAL ATTACHMENT
Cutting Formica and other thin materials on a Table Saw has always been
difficult! This guide clamps quickly to the side of most fences and guides the
material in a channel preventing the material from raising over the blade or
sliding underneath the fence.

Vega Woodworking Accessories - An assortment of Vega quality accessories
50% Off our old list prices.

Vega Horizontal Sander 6’ Bed 230/3/60 Volts $1,150.00
Vega Rolling Table - RT1 Large (2)
$650.00
RT2 Small (1) $ 350.00

Planer Blade Clearance

Makita 1100-1900-1001-1923
Ryobi L1323 - L 1323A
B&D 80 PLA
Makita 1911 - 1911B`
Ryobi L22 - L22D
Ryobi L120N - L120
Hitachi FU20 - F20A
Skil 3312 & Toshiba

3-280-110
3-280-110
3-280-110
3-280-191
3-280-022
3-280-120
3-280-030

3-281-110
3-281-110
3-281-110
$ 30.00ea 3-281-191
3-281-022
$ 245.00 3-281-120
Pkg 10 3-281-030
3-281-500
Carbide

All Bulk Purchase Offers Will Be Considered

H.S.S.
$ 5.00 ea
$ 40.00
Pkg 10

